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Abstract 

 Face recognition is the process of identifying one or more people in images or videos. It is 

an important part of biometric, security & surveillance system, and image indexing systems. 

Various face recognition techniques have been proposed in literature such as: Eigen-faces, 

Feature based, Hidden Markov model and Neural network based techniques. The first three 

techniques mostly include a phase of feature extraction or preprocessing closely related to 

the type of image to recognize. On the other hand Neural network technique does not need 

specific data about the type of image, thus can be applied to any type of image and at the 

same time provides better accuracy. In this paper we made an effort to combine neural 

network technique with fuzzy logic. Our experimental result shows that combining the two 

provide better accuracy in comparison to other techniques mentioned above. 
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1. Introduction 

Face recognition [1-4] is a computer application for automatically identifying or verifying 

a person from a digital database of images. It is an important branch of pattern recognition [5-

8] which has many applications like security & surveillance, biometric attendance, image 

indexing system etc. There are various approaches for face recognition domain such as: 

 

Eigen Faces [17-21] – This approach is a well studied method of face recognition based on 

Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Although the approach has now largely been 

superseded, it is still often used as a benchmark to compare the performance of other 

algorithms. To have better accuracy in this approach, the number of eigenvectors has to be 

increased. Though this approach provides good accuracy but has very high computational 

cost that’s why this approach is not used. 

 

Feature-based [22-24] - This approach requires points in the face image with high 

information content. Interesting feature points in the face image are located by using Gabor 

filter that helps in uniquely identifying faces. 

 

Hidden Markov model [25-27] - This approach uses a scanning strategy to simulate a 

human-like saccadic sequence. The scanning system scans the face and stores the information 

of points in a processor on which certain algorithms are applied for face recognition. This 

method has a disadvantage that it doesn’t take important feature parts of the face into account. 
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Neural Network [28-30] - This approach uses neural network for training of data set. The 

training data set consists of input signals assigned with corresponding target (desired output). 

The neural network is then trained using one of the supervised learning algorithms. 

On analyzing the above techniques it was found that the neural network techniques have 

advantages of high speed, better accuracy and low hardware requirements. Therefore in this 

paper we firstly checked which neural network technique is the best. In addition to it we 

combined the technique with fuzzy methodology in order to have higher accuracy values. To 

implement this we used nntool and fuzzy tool from the MATLAB-11 toolbox. The task of face 

recognition is conceded on dataset of face images of K people (Where K was varied from 20 

to 80 with step size 20). The network was trained using the database and this technique 

mentioned helped in deciding whether the test image belongs to the database or not on the 

basis of comparison with higher accuracy value as depicted from our results.  

The rest of the paper has been organized as follows: Section 2 provides the literature of the 

available face recognition techniques. Section 3 provides the information about the setup 

parameters, metrics and architecture used. Section 4 provides the simulation and results 

followed by conclusion and references. 

 

2. Face Recognition Techniques  

Before discussing our proposal it is required to know about the face recognition technique 

that have been already been implemented in past: 

 

2.1. Eigenfaces  

Eigenfaces [17-21] is a well known method for face recognition that is based on PCA. 

PCA is a method of transforming a number of correlated variables into a smaller number of 

uncorrelated variables. Similar to how Fourier analysis is used to decompose a signal into a 

set of additive orthogonal sinusoids of varying frequencies, PCA decomposes a signal (or 

image) into a set of additive orthogonal basis vectors or eigenvectors. The main difference is 

that, while Fourier analysis uses a fixed set of basic functions, the PCA basis vectors are 

learnt from the data set via unsupervised training. PCA can be applied to the task of face 

recognition by converting the pixels of an image into a number of eigenface feature vectors, 

which can then be compared to measure the similarity of two face images. Observing it’s 

result states that the first eigenvector accounts for 50% of the variance in the data set, while 

the first 20 eigenvectors together account for just over 85%, and the first 30 eigenvectors for 

90%. Increasing the number of eigenvectors generally increases recognition accuracy but also 

increases computational cost. Although the approach has now largely been outdated, it is still 

often used as a benchmark to compare the performance of other algorithms against, and 

serves as a good introduction to approach to face recognition. 

 

2.2. Feature-based 

Feature based [22-24] system requires points in the face image with high information 

content. Typically these are located around the eyes, nose and mouth. User is not interested in 

the face contour or hair, since most stable and informative features in the human face are 

located in the center of the face. There are several possible ways to locate points with high 

information content for this the Gabor filter approach is considered. The Gabor filters are 

generated from a wavelet expansion of a Gabor kernel, parameterized (determining the 

wavelength and orientation) by the vector. This filter helps in face recognition. 
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2.3. Hidden Markov Model 

Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [25-27] are a class of statistical models used to 

characterize the observable properties of a signal. HMM consist of two interrelated processes:  

1. An underlying, unobservable Markov chain with a finite number of states governed 

by a state transition probability matrix and an initial state probability distribution, and 

2. A set of observations, defined by the observation density functions associated with 

each state. A discrete-time Hidden Markov Model can be viewed as a Markov model whose 

states cannot be explicitly observed. Each state has an associated probability distribution 

function, modeling the probability of emitting symbols from that state.  

The main problem of this HMM-based approaches is that the scanning methodology is 

fixed (typically a raster scan is employed), and the importance (saliency) of facial parts is 

ignored. 

 

2.4. Neural Techniques 

The objective of the neural technique [28-30] is to train the network to recognize face from 

picture. To teach the neural network we need training data set. The training data set consists 

of input signals assigned with corresponding target (desired output). The neural network is 

then trained using one of the supervised learning algorithms, which uses the data to adjust the 

network's weights and thresholds so as to minimize the error in its predictions on the training 

set. If the network is properly trained, it has then learned to model the (unknown) function 

that relates the input variables to the output variables, and can subsequently be used to make 

predictions where the output is not known. This technique provides the best result for face 

recognition. To prove our point we have performed experiment on three neural network 

techniques which areas below: 

Of all the above discussed techniques neural techniques have advantages of high speed, 

better accuracy and low hardware requirements. To prove this we performed an experiment 

with database composed of 20 images of resolution 180x200. The results for the same are 

shown below: 

Table 1. Comparison in Terms of Accuracy 

Techniques Eigen faces Feature-Based Hidden-Markov Neural Network 

Accuracy(%) 85 75 67.1 83.09 

From Table 1 it is observed that Eigenfaces technique have better accuracy with over 30 

eigen values. Increased number of eigen values improves the accuracy but also increases the 

computational cost. Whereas due to high speed, low hardware requirement and low cost 

neural techniques are more advantageous. Thus it can be concluded that neural network 

techniques are the best for face recognition. Thus we now checked which neural network 

technique is the best that can be used in our proposal. For this we took three popular 

techniques as follows: 

 

2.4.1. Back-Propagation Neural Network (BPNN): In this technique the network [1, 9, 10] 

has a layered structure. The basic layers are input, hidden and output layer. This network is 

different from others in the way that the weights are calculated during learning. When the 

numbers of hidden layers are increased, training becomes more complex. There can be more 

than one hidden layer in the network, but one layer is sufficient to solve our purpose. The 

training of BPNN is done in three stages: 
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  Feed-forward of input 

  Calculation of weights and error 

  Back-propagation of error 

Input layer consists of units which receives external input. There are no connections within 

a layer. The input is fed to the first layer of hidden units. Hidden unit apply activation 

function and receives weighted bias, the output of the hidden units is distributed over the next 

layer of hidden units. This process continues until the last layer of hidden units. The outputs 

are fed into a layer of output units. Though training of BPNN is very slow, once the network 

is trained it produce results rapidly. 

 

2.4.2. Recurrent Neural Network: RNN [11-13] is a neural network technique where 

connections between units form a directed cycle. A simple recurrent network must have an 

active feedback which has short-term memory. Layer Recurrent network have number of 

hidden layers. Each hidden layer is updated not only with the external input of the network 

but also with activation from the previous forward propagation. To form RNN a context layer 

is added to the structure to retain information. Each time new input pattern is fed to the RNN, 

the previous contents of the hidden layer are stored in the context layer and provided as 

feedback to the hidden layer. The feedback also has the option to modify set of weights. RNN 

is a time based neural network which accepts the input at each time step. Here the activation 

function used to compute output is purely non-linear. The feedback layer gives a direct 

impact on the output as the error once introduced in the network affects the final outcome 

through feedback path. 

 

2.4.3. Cascade Forward Neural Network: CNN [13-15] is also having layered structure 

in which each hidden layer includes a connection from the input layer and all previous layers. 

The network grows on demand, new neurons in the hidden layer are added and trained one by 

one. Training of the network starts with only input and output layers and does not have any 

hidden layer neurons. During the training process new neurons are added to network and 

trained. This newly added neuron is called as candidate neuron which has connection to all 

input and hidden layer neurons. Weight adjustment can be performed only with the candidate 

neuron while all the other weights in the network are fixed. CNN starts with one input node 

and then keep on adding new input and hidden neurons. The trained CNN has minimum 

number of input, hidden neurons and connections. 

Table 2. Comparison of Neural Techniques 

Now our aim was to test which neural network gives best accuracy. For this we performed 

an experiment in which we calculated accuracy and time complexity. The results are shown in 

the Table 2. On the basis of the above overall comparison Table 2, the following points can 

be inferred as follows: 

 The Back-propagation technique is best in terms of accuracy. The accuracy obtained 

in our experiment of this technique is nearly 83.09%.  

 The elapsed time taken by BPNN is also very low (2.56s).Thus using this technique 

makes pattern recognition faster. 

 BPNN CNN RNN 

Time Taken (s) 2.56 11.48 3.20 

Accuracy (%) 83.09 65.2 62 
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 The order of neural network techniques in terms of accuracy is BPNN, CNN and 

RNN while in terms of time elapsed is BPNN, RNN and then CNN. 

To improve further accuracy we combined neural network techniques with the fuzzy 

inference system the results are observed to be much better and accurate. 

 

3. Proposal 

At present many methods for image recognition are available but most of them include 

feature extraction or processing related to type of image. The method proposed in this paper 

can be applied to any type of images. The proposal is divided into two phases: the training 

phase and the recognition phase.  

 

3.1. Training of the Neural Network: 

The training of neural network consists of following steps as shown in Figure 1. 

• The first step for training is to provide the network with data set. For this purpose 

identical row from the image matrix is considered as input for designing the structure 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Training of Neural Network 

The dataset obtained from step 1 is now used to design the neural network architecture as 

shown in Figure 2. The network designed has number of input equals to number of columns 

in the dataset matrix. Here, BPNN is working in feed forward mode. This network [1, 7, 8] 

has a layered structure. The basic layers are input, hidden and output layer. This is different 

from others based on the way the weights are calculated during learning. When the numbers 

of hidden layers are increased, training becomes more complex. There can be more than one 

hidden layer in the network, but one layer is sufficient to solve our purpose. The training of 

BPNN is done in three stages: 

 Feed-forward of input 

 Calculation of weights and error 

 Back-propagation of error 

Input layer consists of units which receives external input. There are no connections within 

a layer. This input is fed to the first layer of hidden units. Hidden unit apply activation 

function and receives weighted bias, the output of the hidden units is distributed over the next 

layer of hidden units. This process continues until the last layer of hidden units. The outputs 

are fed into a layer of output units. Though training of BPNN is very slow, once the network 

is trained it produce results rapidly. 

 

Training Set of 
Original Images 

Design Neural 
Network 

Train Neural 
Network 
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Figure 2. Designed Neural Network 

In the final step training of neural network is performed, after the database is created target 

is set corresponding to the images we want to store in our database. The above designed 

network is then trained such that output of the network well matches with the target values. 

Much closer the trained value, accuracy comes out to be more. Thus, for this purpose network 

can be trained up to 4 to 5 times. This step completes the first phase. 

 

3.2. Recognition of the data using Fuzzy Logic: 

Accuracy of the neural network is calculated on the two parameters namely 

 Epochs- Fewer epochs mean network learns in small repetitions. Less time means 

network achieved goal easily and shortly. Lower value of epochs is associated with 

higher network accuracy. 

 Gradient- Low value of gradient plot indicates that the network is learning up to a 

large extent which means finer adjustments in the weights and bias. This in turn 

makes network more accurate and reliable, avoiding chances of false predictions. 

Figure 3 depicts two output parameters of neural network on basis of which accuracy is 

calculated is given to Fuzzy Inference System as inputs. The two input blocks in the figure 

shows the same. 

 

 

Figure 3. Designed FIS 
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The input to the FIS is defined by the membership function which is defined between the 

ranges in which the two input values lies. Here range is selected as 0 to 50. We can select 

from any membership function which are already defined or customize our own membership. 

Figure 4 shows the membership function selected for inputs Gradient & Epochs. 
 

 
Figure 4. (a)Membership Function for Input 

Gradient 

 
Figure 4. (b) Membership Function for Input 

Epochs 

Figure 4. Membership Function 

The central block consists of the rules for the network which are based on the combination 

of two input parameters to provide the desired output. The fuzzy rules are redundant for each 

input, we must repeat the set of rules for input parameter. The following rules were used in 

our experiment.  

1. If (gradient is Very_low) and (epochs is VVL) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 

2. If (gradient is Very_low) and (epochs is VL) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 

3. If (gradient is Very_low) and (epochs is Low) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 

4. If (gradient is Very_low) and (epochs is Medium) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 

5. If (gradient is Very_low) and (epochs is High) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 

6. If (gradient is Very_low) and (epochs is VH) then (Accuracy is >Identical) (1) 

7. If (gradient is Very_low) and (epochs is VVH) then (Accuracy is >Identical) (1) 

8. If (gradient is Low) and (epochs is VVL) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 

9. If (gradient is Low) and (epochs is VL) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 

10. If (gradient is Low) and (epochs is Low) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 

11. If (gradient is Low) and (epochs is Medium) then (Accuracy is >Identical) (1) 

12. If (gradient is Low) and (epochs is High) then (Accuracy is >Identical) (1) 

13. If (gradient is Low) and (epochs is VH) then (Accuracy is Identical) (1) 

14. If (gradient is Low) and (epochs is VVH) then (Accuracy is <Identical) (1) 

15. If (gradient is Medium) and (epochs is VVL) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 

16. If (gradient is Medium) and (epochs is VL) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 
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17. If (gradient is Medium) and (epochs is Low) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 

18. If (gradient is Medium) and (epochs is Medium) then (Accuracy is Identical) (1) 

19. If (gradient is Medium) and (epochs is High) then (Accuracy is <Identical) (1) 

20. If (gradient is Medium) and (epochs is VH) then (Accuracy is <Identical) (1) 

21. If (gradient is Medium) and (epochs is VVH) then (Accuracy is <Identical) (1) 

22. If (gradient is High) and (epochs is VVL) then (Accuracy is known) (1) 

23. If (gradient is High) and (epochs is VL) then (Accuracy is >Identical) (1) 

24. If (gradient is High) and (epochs is Low) then (Accuracy is >Identical) (1) 

25. If (gradient is High) and (epochs is Medium) then (Accuracy is Identical) (1) 

26. If (gradient is High) and (epochs is High) then (Accuracy is <Identical) (1) 

27. If (gradient is High) and (epochs is VH) then (Accuracy is <Identical) (1) 

28. If (gradient is High) and (epochs is VVH) then (Accuracy is unknown) (1)  

29. If (gradient is Very_High) and (epochs is VVL) then (Accuracy is >Identical) (1) 

30. If (gradient is Very_High) and (epochs is VL) then (Accuracy is >Identical) (1) 

31. If (gradient is Very_High) and (epochs is Low) then (Accuracy is >Identical) (1) 

32. If (gradient is Very_High) and (epochs is Medium) then (Accuracy is Identical) (1) 

33. If (gradient is Very_High) and (epochs is High) then (Accuracy is <Identical) (1) 

34. If (gradient is Very_High) and (epochs is VH) then (Accuracy is unknown) (1) 

35. If (gradient is Very_High) and (epochs is VVH) then (Accuracy is unknown) (1) 

The third and final block in recognition phase is the output membership function which is 

defined in the range of recognition rate from [0 100]. When the two inputs are low in range 

accuracy is calculated to be more as defined by the rules. Figure 5 shows the output 

membership. 

 

 

Figure 5. Membership Function for Output Variable “Accuracy” 
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The combined algorithm of both the phases is shown in Figure 6: 

 

Figure 6. Algorithm for the Proposed Method 

4. Simulation Set up Parameters 
 

4.1. Designed Architecture 

After the compilation of the two phases designed network is shown in Figure 7. The figure 

shows the combination of neural network and the fuzzy system. The first two blocks in the 

figure shows the input to the network. Membership function is applied to the inputs. Rules are 

implemented on the basis of defined input and output membership function. The final output 

block gives the accuracy of the complete network and is the final output of the combined 

networks.  
 

Design Neural Network 

 

Train Dataset using 

Neural Network 

 

Determine the Value of 

Gradient and Epochs 

 

Apply FKBC using 

fuzzy toolbox 

 

Calculate Accuracy 

and Error Rate 

 

Input Original Image 

 

Stop 

Start 
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Figure 7. Designed Architecture of Neuro-Fuzzy Network 

Output of the above network is studied with the help of Figure 8. The figure represents the 

rule base and the corresponding inputs and output. The use of fuzzy inference makes the 

system more flexible in a way that it accepts all the values between specified range. 

 

 

Figure 8. Rules for the Fuzzy System 
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4.2. Performance Metrics 

The performance of the system is analyzed on the basis of two metrics: 

Accuracy- The ability to match the measured value of quantity to actual value is termed as 

accuracy. Accuracy here is measured by Epochs and Gradient value, fewer epochs mean 

network learns in small repetitions and smaller gradient means the fine adjustment of weights 

and bias which avoid false prediction. 

Error Rate- Error rate is a term that describes the degree of errors encountered during data 

transmission or network connection. The higher the Error Rate the less reliable the system 

will be. 

 

4.3. Setup Parameters 

For the conclusion we have performed the tests with database composed of 20, 40, 60 and 

80 images of resolution 180x200. These are images of 10 persons captured at different time 

with varying expressions and lightening variations. 

Table 3 shows the various simulation set up parameters used in our experiment 

Table 3. Setup Parameters 

Total number of images 20, 40, 60, 80 

Image of each person 2, 4, 6, 8 

Image resolution 180x200 

Gender Male(5), Female(5) 

Background  Plain Green  

Lighting variation  Yes  

Expression variation Yes 

 

5. Simulation Results 
 

5.1. Impact on Accuracy 

Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b) show the accuracy of Neural Network techniques and the 

proposed technique. The following inference can be drawn: 

 BPNN technique is the best in terms of accuracy followed by CNN and RNN. 

 It can be easily seen that when neural network techniques are combined with Fuzzy 

technique, the result of accuracy improves. 

 As the number of images is increased, the accuracy of Neural Network techniques 

improves but it is nearly same when NN technique is combined with Fuzzy. 
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Figure 9. (a) Comparison of Neural 

Network Techniques 

Accuracy of Neural + Fuzzy Logic
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Figure 9. (b) Comparison of Neural and 

Fuzzy Techniques 
 

Figure 9. Accuracy Plots for Neural Techniques and Neuro-Fuzzy Techniques 

5.2. Impact on Error Rate 

Error rate for neural techniques and Neural combined with Fuzzy Logic is shown in Table 

4: The table shows the hybrid technique i.e., combination of fuzzy with neural network 

techniques has comparatively lesser error then neural network technique alone. 

Table 4. Error Rate 

Neural Technique 16 33 31 

Neural + Fuzzy Logic 11 30 20 

Table 5 shows the overall comparison of the proposed techniques with the techniques 

available in literature. The following inferences can be drawn:  

 The neural network when combined with Fuzzy has higher accuracy than any other 

technique given in the literature. 

 The Eigenface technique provides good accuracy with an additional burden of 

computational cost.  

Table 5. Comparison with other Techniques in Literature 

Techniques Eigen faces Feature-
Based 

Hidden-
Markov 

Neural 
Network 

Neuro-
Fuzzy 

Accuracy(%) 85 75 67.1 83.09 89 

 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper an effort has been made to improve the existing face recognition techniques 

on the basis of recognition rate by implementing fuzzy logic with the best performing 

technique i.e., neural network technique. We can conclude that if the best performing 

technique is employed with fuzzy logic can give far better results. In this paper we consider 
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two parts of the network one is neural network for training, second is fuzzy inference system 

which helps us improve the performance result in face recognition. Fuzzy logic has proved to 

be a tool that can improve the performance of the existing system. 
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